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PARTY PUFFINS – Gift Card Holder 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUPPLIES USED ITEM NO. PRICE DIMENSIONS 
STAMPS & DIES/PUNCHES 
Party Puffins Stamp Set 155054 $20.00  
Circle Punch    
PAPER 
Basic White Thick Cardstock 159229 $8.25 4 ¼ x 11” 
Pool Party Cardstock 119793 $8.75 2 ¾ x 4”, 5 ¼ x 4”, 2 3/8 x 4”  
Pattern Party DSP 155426 $18.00 2 ¾ x 2 ½, 2 x 3 ¾, 5 x 3 ¾ “ 
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Basic White Scraps 159276 $9.75 3 ½ x 2 ½”, ½” x 2 ¼” (2) 
STAMPIN’ BLENDS 
Smokey Slate - Light 154904 $9.00  
Granny Apple Green – Light 154885 $9.00  
Daffodil Delight - Light and Dark 154883 $9.00  
Pool Party – Dark 154894 $9.00  
Poppy Parade - Dark 154958 $9.00  
INKS 
Memento Tuxedo Black 132708 $6.00  
EMBELLISHMENTS 
Stampin Dimensionals 104430 $4.00  
Stampin Seal 152813 $8.00  
Tear & Tape 154031 $7.00  

 
DIRECTIONS: 
 

1. Cut a piece of basic white thick card stock to 4 ¼” x 11”.  Score at 2 ½ and 5 ½” 
2. Choose 2-3 designs of designer series paper (DSP) and cut according to the dimensions 

listed above. 
3. Use your bone folder to fold the card on the score lines 
4. Cut the 3 pieces of pool party cardstock at the dimensions listed above. 
5. Laying the white card base out flat, glue down the larger pool party piece to the inside 

of the card. (right hand side) 
6. Fold over the far left flap of the card base – this will create the pocket for the gift card.  

Please the piece of pool party cardstock to the front of this flap. 
7. Fold the flap over again, and now this is the front of the card and glue the third piece of 

pool party cardstock to the front panel. 
8. Glue the largest piece of DSP to the inside of the card (on top of the pool party layer). 
9. Do the same for the left side of the card where the gift card goes.  Close the card and 

put the final piece of DSP onto the front left side of the card. 
10. Take two pieces of tear and tape to adhere down the pocket for the gift card.  One piece 

goes along the top and another piece along the bottom. 
11. Take your piece of basic white (3 ½ x 2 ½) and adhere with stampin seal to the left inside 

of the card base so that it falls underneath the front flap when the card is closed. 
12. Using your stamp set and black memento ink, stamp out the images onto a piece of 

scrap basis white cardstock and color them using the colors listed above and the image 
as your guide. 

13. Using your sentiments strips (2 of them) cut at ½” x 2 ¼” – stamp out the sentiments. 
14. Fussy cut out the puffin and the birthday cake. 
15. Adhere the party puffin to the front flap of the card and put the sentiment on beneath 

him. 
16. Adhere the birthday cake to the right side using a couple stampin dimensionals.  Glue 

down the Make a Wish sentiment just above it. 
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17. If you have a circle punch, you can punch out a half circle on the inside of the gift card 
pocket to make it easier to pull out the card…but that is optional. 

 


